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*** LUNAR RETURN REPORT ***
The Lunar Return is a monthly chart calculated for the time when the Moon returns to the exact position it
was in your natal chart. This happens every twenty-eight days; there are thirteen Lunar Returns in a year. These
charts mark the principal events of the month for which the return was produced.
This report outlines possible events for that month and also gives some suggestions on how to deal with the
positive as well as negative planetary aspects.
In some cases you will find contradictions; a planet may be beneficial in a certain area, while others may
indicate the opposite. This means that you could have two types of situations in the same month. For example: a
lover's quarrel and a following reconciliation. To get the most out of this report, it will be necessary to use your
own logic and intuition, fitting the descriptions outlined here to your own particular case.
The objective of this report is to offer you a practical guide that helps you to analyze this month's
perspectives and to benefit from them using your free will. Note that the accuracy of these calculations depends
much on how precisely your hour of birth is known.

*** ASTROLOGICAL DATA OF BIRTH ***
Sun
Moon
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranus

17
16
9
20
26
10
25
13

Gem
Can
Gem
Can
Leo
Can
Leo
Sco

15
05
50
43
55
42
18
04

Neptune
Pluto
Asc.
MC
2nd cusp
3rd cusp
5th cusp
6th cusp

16
13
25
8
21
14
8
14

Sag
Lib
Tau
Aqu
Gem
Can
Vir
Lib

56
58
14
54
39
44
00
45

Tropical Placidus Daylight Savings Time observed
8 June 1978 4:56 AM
GMT: 09:56:00 Time Zone: 6 hours West
Lat. and Long. of birth: 30 N 05 09 94 W 06 06
Lunar Return for: Mobile, Alabama 30 N 41 39 88 W 02 35
Aspects and orbs:
Conjunction
Opposition
Square
Trine
Sextile

:
:
:
:
:

7 Deg 00 Min
6 Deg 00 Min
6 Deg 00 Min
6 Deg 00 Min
4 Deg 00 Min

SemiSextile
SemiSquare
SesquiQuadrate
Quincunx
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:
:
:
:

2 Deg 00 Min
2 Deg 00 Min
2 Deg 00 Min
3 Deg 00 Min

LUNAR RETURN: 23 December 2018 at 12:31:59 PM
Lunar Return Ascendant Aries :
A month of initiatives, courage and vitality. An ideal time to begin a new project that requires energy. Your
self-confidence and authority will increase. You need to be a leader and to impose your ideas on others. It is the
start of a new cycle, new experiences and acceleration of your normal pace.
Asc in 12th natal house:
Confrontation with enemies is possible. There could be deceits, intrigues or mysteries and losses of articles
or money. You may have to suffer the consequences of your own mistakes. There is a tendency to feel lonely
and to withdraw. Take care of your health.
Lunar Return MC Capricorn :
A month of observation, organization and greater authority in your profession. Your goals are achieved
through your own effort and perseverance. A time of duty and complications; if you are a nervous person, you
may become frustrated by this slower trend. Your home life is likely to be congenial and your family will give
you the support you need.
MC in 8th natal house:
Alterations and occupational changes are indicated. There could be strong tension or arguments. Receiving a
loan also is possible.
Moon in 4th house:
Home improvements are likely now. You may buy new furniture, make repairs, remodel or even move to a
new residence. You tend to concentrate more on family problems and have a greater emotional need to find
safety and protection in the people that surround you.
Moon Opposition Saturn:
You may feel very lonely and depressed during this month. Your social life is likely to be limited and you
could be plagued by negative thoughts and emotional frustration.
You may have to deal with painful affectionate situations such as deceptions, separations, or indifference on
the part of your loved ones. The feeling of romantic failure will be very strong. It is a time to meet with karmic
debts. Domestic problems with older people or those who have authority are also possible.
Moon Opposition Pluto:
This influence will last several months in which you will experience a transformation and liberation of your
inner world. During this time you will become aware of your repressed emotions of hatred or bitterness that are
still deep within yourself and necessary to release to reach greater happiness in the present.
Your reactions could become violent or instinctive, or you may develop obsessive behaviors, trying to control
or manipulate your loved ones. You may become involved in a passionate relationship or one that is conflicting.
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There could be times of tension or sexual violence.
Moon Opposition MC:
You are inclined to become dissatisfied with your professional achievements and may have a desire change
jobs. These changes could be subconscious or impulsive, which could lead to future regrets. Doubts and
indecisions concerning your career are likely to arise.
There is a possibility of criticism or you may become the object of gossip concerning your professional work.
Disagreements with your family or your mate regarding important decisions could also occur.
Moon Square Asc.:
Your mood tends to change frequently and rapidly during this month which is likely to be annoying to those
around you. There is a tendency to be impatient and vacillating. Psychological health problems are also
possible.
Moon Trine Venus:
This will be a happy month. Your principal interests are likely to be pleasures and love. You could have
numerous possibilities for romance and may find the person to share your life. If you already have a stable
relationship, the enjoyment is much the same. This influence will bring happiness and harmony in matters of
the heart. You have a need to be surrounded by beauty and may redecorate your home or your environment in
general. There is a tendency to become a bit lazy with physical efforts.
Moon Trine Neptune:
This influence will be in effect for several months and will bring you more in touch with your spiritual world.
Meditation and prayer would be very beneficial during this time. Your sensibility and degree of perception also
will increase and being very intuitive may bring some premonitions that come true.
You are likely to have a compassionate and all embracing attitude toward others and your imagination and
your pleasures will be more refined. You tend to be more romantic and your relationships will be more
idealized or platonic. You are inclined to relate with more spiritually evolved people and find more inner
peace.
Lunar Return 3rd cusp conjunct natal Sun:
During this month your ability to communicate and to express yourself more clearly will be tested. Success
will mainly depend on the confidence you have in yourself and your ability to make decisions. Your oral as well
as written communication will be the instrument that will express your authority and personal security.
Lunar Return 4th cusp conjunct natal Jupiter:
You are likely to be very happy in your home and have the desire to expand; moving to a larger place or
making some renovations in your present location. You enjoy being with close relatives and probably will share
happy times with them.
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Lunar Return 9th cusp conjunct natal Neptune:
You tend to become more mystical and believing during this month. Because of your strong faith you may
have many moments of illumination or spiritual revelation. This will be more so if by nature you are a religious
person. Otherwise, you could become confused and have inner doubts that will not permit you to relax and
make the right decisions. You may want to take a trip by ship or to some place near the water.
Lunar Return Venus conjunct natal Uranus:
The presence of love in your life tends to make you less inhibited and you may show your more rebellious
side that could impel you to do certain crazy things that you wouldn't do at other times. You feel energized and
creative and won't be willing to follow your regular routine. You will look for ways to make changes and may
break relationships that don't allow you to enjoy love.
Sun in 9th house:
You have a great desire to surpass your own limits, mentally as well as physically. On one hand, you may
want to increase your knowledge and take up studies or intellectual activities that always were of interest to
you. On the other hand, you may want to take a trip abroad. During this month you could find many answer
about life. Meditating or attending religious services would be very beneficial.
Mercury in 8th house:
You could have psychic experiences during this month, such as premonitory dreams, intuition or seeing other
peoples' auras.
There could be discussions or negotiations about finances or property that you own jointly with another
person. Signing papers that have to do with legacies, judgments or separations you may be involved in is also
possible.
Venus in 7th house:
A month of romantic fulfillment. If you are not involved with anyone, you could meet someone during this
period with whom you may form a serious relationship. If you are engaged or married, it will be a month of
harmony and enjoyment.
Mars in 12th house:
Confrontations with competitors or very powerful rivals are possible. You could be drawn into traps or
various deceptions. You tend to be less independent and frustrations or impulsive reactions could lead to
accidents or burns. Try to become aware of your bitterness from the past and discard all negative emotions and
desire for revenge.
Jupiter in 8th house:
There is a possibility of obtaining joint investments or businesses. Gains through inheritance, legacies or
legal processes are also possible. There could be some administrative problems with paper work or taxes.
However, this position will offer you a miraculous degree of protection against any danger or problem.
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Saturn in 10th house:
There could be delays or obstacles in the realization of your initiatives and occupational objectives, and the
fruits that could be gained won't be in alignment with your efforts. A month of difficult tests during which you
will become aware of your own limitations. Financial losses are also possible.
Uranus in 1st house:
You tend to need more freedom and independence during this month. Your behavior is likely to be different
and more eccentric; you will be more nervous and bored with your routine. The most pent-up aspects of your
personality will be released at this time.
Neptune in 12th house:
You will have to watch the action of your enemies or rivals to avoid being betrayed, deceived or trapped.
Stay away from confusing situations or businesses that may have colors of illegality. Danger of poisoning is
also possible.
Pluto in 10th house:
You are likely to have drastic changes in your profession during this month. Your ambitions will increase
considerably and you will want to overcome the limits that currently hinder your progress. There could be
tension and arguments in your occupational environment. Your life will take an important turn during this
period, changing your goals to new principal objectives of greater range.
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